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PICTURE GALLERY
Korat Cat Association Show Cats!

Overall BIS winner and BIS Neuter Gr Pr Maipenrai Doc
Flower peeking out from under the drapes. Owned by
Jen Day, bred by Janet Jeffers

Overall BIS winner “Bluebell”
being judged by Shelagh Heavens

BIS Adult – Ch Koorahk Rosy, sitting pretty!
Owned by Sheryl Edwards, bred by Helen Hawkins

BIS Kitten - Jusarka Panicum-PrairieSky, pretending
to be shy! Owned and bred by Julie Cherkas

BIS Thai – Jusarka Suchin, held aloft by her proud owner,
Sarah Williams-Elliss. Bred by Julie Cherkas

The KCA club table

PICTURE GALLERY

More cats from our members ......

Syrie – wanting to know why the fork is empty!
Thanks to George Jewkes

Dallas & Smokey getting tangled up!
Thanks to Marina Christopher

Three Thai Blue Point boys owned by
Clair Harding-Brown. Who knew entire boys and
neuters loved sharing so much?

Piccolo, at four months his eye colour is
unexpectedly very green!!

I have to confess that I have no idea who sent me
this picture of “the boys” but it is such a lovely
picture, it had to go in!

Nanda – this grooming lark is very
Difficult without opposable thumbs!
Thanks to Maureen Wood
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CHAIR’S REPORT
Where’s it all gone? – The festive
season and the snow that is. I feel that
I’ve just woken up after being in
hibernation for three months.
Anyway – it’s lovely to see the daffodils popping up their
heads closely followed by all the beautiful spring flowers. I
don’t know about you, but the carpet of colour always brings a
smile to my face and a reminder that summer is on its way.
Since my last report, we have had a very successful 5th
Championship Show in January and will also hope to have a
table and Korats on exhibition, at the London Pet Show, in
Olympia on Sunday 8 May.
Once again I would like to make an appeal to members of the
KCA who have an interest in becoming involved in the running
of the club and would like to join the committee. We meet
three times a year in Solihull in the Midlands. If you are
interested contact Jen Lacey, our secretary, or put yourself
forward at the next Annual General Meeting, which will take
place on
15TH MAY 2011 AT SOLIHULL
See details of time and place in the newsletter.
Kind regards
Bill Edwards, KCA Chairman
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Editor’s Note
It’s Spring! The white stuff has all gone and my sunglasses
have been dusted down ready for the yellowy hot stuff!
Hooray!
I feel I must apologise as most of this issue seems to be
taken up with “official” business for the AGM but I hope the
few articles which I class as “fun” are to your liking?
Club news – Our AGM is booked for 15 May 2011 – see pages 12-17. Club rules and our
Breeding Policy are items on the agenda. If you haven’t received rosettes owing to you by
then, they can be collected at the AGM. A raffle and buffet will take place after the
meeting. The committee will be grateful for any prizes you care to donate!
KCA website – were you aware that club news goes onto the website on a regular basis so you
can keep up to date with things. Any feedback on the website, good or bad, is always
welcomed. You can email me directly from the links on the website at www.korats.org.uk
Show News – the London Pet Show is being held at Olympia on 7th & 8th May 2011. KCA
are hoping to have a table and Korats on exhibition for “cuddles” on the Sunday. Do come and
say hello. Our 5th Championship Show was very successful, although I must apologise for the
lack of rosettes on the day – sadly, matters beyond our control took over. More KCA Show
news on page 4.
Electronic Newsletters – a few more members have chosen emailed newsletters. If you want
a paper copy you can print it – and you will be saving your club money! Watch out for the
AGM agenda item 8 – you could save money too! Just send me an email to subscribe.
Newsletter articles – although this issue is very thin on useful and fun articles due to the
AGM papers, I do still need articles for future issues. Please consider writing a short note
(even half a page) about your pets and send it to me with some photographs.
Thank you to all our contributors; please keep sending in your articles - and photos! The
deadline for the next issue is the end of July.
Enjoy your newsletter and I wish everyone a very Happy Easter!!! 
Julie Cherkas, KCA Newsletter Editor

Email your contributions to me at: jusarka@yahoo.co.uk or you can send paper copies to me;
my address is inside the front cover.
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Korat Cat Association’s 5th Championship Show
Saturday 8th January 2011
22 Korats and Thais entered our show this year, not a bad entry, and only 1 non-show on the day.
It was sad to see a few usual entries were missing this year and I hope to see them entered next
year. The really nice thing about this year’s show was we regained the intimacy of a breed show
with all out Korats & Thais penned together. Thank you Lynda!
Congratulations to all the winners on the day, especially our Best in Show winners whose pictures
are all in the colour supplement:
BIS Adult – CH Koorahk Rosy (34)
BIS Kitten – Jusarka Panicum-Prairiesky (34)
BIS Neuter and Overall BIS – GR PR Maipenrai Doc Flower (34)
BIS Thai – Jusarka Suchin
It was a busy show hall, with the Short Haired Cat Show, the Ocicats, the Bi-colours and the various
foreign breeds all enjoying their day out. Lynda Ashmore was incredibly busy as not only show
manager to all the foreign breed shows, but also show manager to the SHCS this year. Ensuring
another successful day out for everyone, the KCA cannot thank Lynda enough, without her we
wouldn’t have such a wonderful show. There was just one slight hiccup on the day as,
unfortunately, the club rosettes had been turned away by the venue staff and it was impossible to
get them back to the show in time – grrrr!
The KCA club table received plenty of interest during the day, and was ably manned by members of
the KCA – if you’d like to help next year, let me know, we always need helpers.
I was busy table working, so unfortunately didn’t get to see much of the shows, although as the
rosettes hadn’t arrived on time, we weren’t as busy as usual on the table. Hopefully by now
everyone has received their show rosettes, if not please get in touch with me and we’ll get it sorted
as soon as possible.
I unveiled the winners from 2010, the winner of each list receiving a bag of food and a trophy. Just
a reminder, again to everyone, I looked up everyone’s points last year, but from now on, it’s up to
you to tell me how many points your cats have won.
If you don’t email me your results, your cat won’t earn its points!
Congratulations to all the winners
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2010 TOP GCCF SHOW KORATS

2010 TOP KCA SHOW KORATS

Pos

Name

Pts

Pos

Name

Pts

1
2
3
=4
=4
=4
7
8
=9
=9
11
=12
=12

GRPR MAIPENRAI DOWJAI
GRPR MAIPENRAI DOC FLOWER
PR THEOAKS MILDRED
CH KOORAHK ROSY
CH BIKILA KYANJAI
GRCH KOORAHK PEE SAKORN
GRCH KOORAHK FRANK
GRCH JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE
GRCH JUSARKA PUSSYWILLOW
PR JUSARKA GINGKO
GRPR KOORAHK KEUNJY
CH JUSARKA YIN YANG
JENANCA CLARISSA

480
320
170
160
160
160
135
130
100
100
90
80
80

1
=2
=2
=2
=2
=6
=6
=8
=8
=10
=10

GRCH JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE
GRPR MAIPENRAI DOWJAI
JUSARKA GINGKO
THANONWANG ELVENSTAR
MAIPENRAI LILAC FOXGLOVE
GRPR MAIPENRAI DOC FLOWER
GRCH THEOAKS REMOANA
UK+IGRPR MAIPENRAI TAO PRINCESS
THEOAKS GEORGE
GRCH KOORAHK PEE SAKORN
MOEI LALANA

60
40
40
40
40
30
30
20
20
15
15

2010 TOP SHOW KORAT BREEDERS
Pos

Prefix

Breeders name

Points

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

MAIPENRAI
KOORAHK
JUSARKA
THEOAKS
BIKILA
JENANCA
NIKELSILVA
MOEI

Mrs Janet Jeffers
Mrs Helen Hawkins
Ms Julie Cherkas
Mr William Wilkinson
Mrs Annemarie Locher
Mrs Jen Lacey
Miss Cathy Nichols
Ms Sheryl Edwards

990
560
530
360
210
190
40
15

2009 TITLE WINNERS
The title winners from 2009 received their rosettes at the show. Anyone who didn’t make it
to the show will need to send me a large SSAE and I will forward them to you. Any queries
please contact me. Here is the full list of newly promoted cats during 2009.
UK GRAND CHAMPION NIKELSILVA NEPTUNE
UK GRAND CHAMPION KOORAHK FRANK
GRAND CHAMPION HIBREEZE NIMNUAN LALIWAN
GRAND CHAMPION JENANCA ANJALI
GRAND CHAMPION JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE
GRAND CHAMPION JUSARKA PUSSYWILLOW
GRAND CHAMPION THEOAKS REMOANA
CHAMPION JENANCA LONE STAR
CHAMPION JUSARKA PUSSYWILLOW
CHAMPION JENANCA ANJALI
CHAMPION JUSARKA YIN YANG
CHAMPION RISINSTAR CAPELLA
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CHAMPION THEOAKS REMOANA
CHAMPION JUSARKA STAR SOLITAIRE
UK GRAND PREMIER MAIPENRAI TAOPRINCESS
GRAND PREMIER KOORAHK SUMI
GRAND PREMIER MAIPENRAI DOC FLOWER
GRAND PREMIER MAIPENRAI DOWJAI
PREMIER JENANCA ASTRIDS HOPE
PREMIER KOORAHK SUMI
PREMIER MAIPENRAI DOC FLOWER
PREMIER MAIPENRAI DOWJAI
PREMIER THEOAKS GEORGE

I hope to see you all at our 6th Championship Show, next year.

Sheryl Edwards – Show Support Secretary
-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-

News from Kesa’s Home
A happy Easter to all KCA members and their feline friends!
Kesa will be ten this year, and was pronounced to be in top form at his recent
MOT. I still haven't dared to let him out into his ‘so called’ fenced-in garden but
he seems quite happy, as he should be, in his home with all our undivided
attention to his every want and all mod cons! Anyhow, how can a Korat be
ignored? He never seems to like any visitor, he is never timid or aggressive, but
gives them icy looks or retreats under my bed. I had considered the 'roller'
method of making our garden more secure, which Julie suggested, but it is too
expensive, and peace of mind must reign here after we have lost two cats on
the roads in the last decade, not to mention one who was badly injured.
Last week we had an electrician in to deal with a problem, and he suggested
that mice had been gnawing at the wires, citing as evidence a dead mouse that
he had found behind the sitting-room sofa. Poor Kesa would have been most
offended at the suggestion that he might have been allowing mice to run wild in
the house; and it was later discovered that the problem had quite another
explanation, while the 'dead mouse' turned out to be one of Kesa's toy mice!.
Best Wishes, From Kesa, Jane and Robin
P.S. I don't know what we would do without Julie's excellent journal as a link,
thank you for all the work that you do on it.
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Committee News
AGM

With Easter, a Royal Wedding and London Pet Show all following in rapid succession KCA’s AGM is
later this year. Please note the date. It’s SUNDAY 15TH MAY and not at the end of April which is
our usual time.
We are in Room 5 in the Oliver Bird Hall again this year, which is through the main doors and at the
top of the steps. ‘Cosy’, but cheap and we can spread into the adjoining room to eat. I
From 1pm tea and coffee will be served as you arrive, so that business part of the meeting can be
underway by 2.00pm.
This year there is important club business to deal with.
• The Club Rules
• The Korat & Thai Breeding Policy
• Changes to subscriptions
The Rules
A sheet showing the changes should be enclosed with this Newsletter. The words to be deleted have
a line through them and new wording is underlined. If you find this difficult to read just email me
and I can send the document showing the new wording inserted in red.
You will note that the Thais are now included, there are references to electronic communication and
GCCF as a limited company no longer has a constitution, but articles of association and bye-laws.
However the two major substantive changes are those to the ‘Objects’ where health has replaced
purity in breeding aims to fit with 21st century thinking, and if the club is wound up money is
donated to a chosen cause rather than having to be divided amongst members.
The Korat & Thai Breeding Policy
If you are a breeder, or have expressed interest in becoming a breeder, then this document should
have reached you by email in pdf form. If there is anyone else who would like a copy then please
ask. Please remember this is a policy that fits with aims of the general GCCF breeding policy and
follows the criteria sent from the Genetics Committee to all BACs. It is not the personal
preferences of the Committee, and still allows personal choice in selective breeding as long the
guidelines for health are followed. It has had informal approval from the Genetics Committee.
The Committee
If you wish to remain on the Committee or join it then please let me know in advance of the AGM,
together with the names of your proposer and seconder. Email notification will do.
The two ‘hot topic’ discussion items stem from GCCF business. Please read the GCCF report to find
information on the class changes. If any of you have others they can be added. Additional hot topics
from members are always welcome as discussion items.
The AGM is the opportunity for you to comment on how the club is being run and bring forward new
ideas. Of course, if you can’t make it to the meeting, you can send in your thoughts which can be
contributed on the day.
Refreshments will again be on offer later
Anyone wishing to join the Committee, who wants to know more or needs advice on any Korat
matter you can reach me by post, telephone or e-mail.
All other Committee members are also very happy to be contacted.
Jen Lacey (Secretary)
The Cottage Cattery, Stapleford Road, Whissendine, Oakham, Rutland LE15 7HF
Tel: 01664 474408
E-mail : Jen.Lacey@btinternet.com

GCCF Council Meeting 2nd March 2011
Council began promptly at the slightly later time of 1.30pm. This time there was no interference from
the weather, rail strikes or anything unforeseen and the clubs were well represented.
Incorporation
After the Treasurer's report, which I've detailed as it was so important, the Chairman gave an update on
incorporation. The new company is now existence, and all but one the clubs affiliated to GCCF as a private
club have signed as members. The Chairman said that in view of the very large assets some of them hold
that are now limited to just £1 they should be pleased.
A view was put forward that as the potential for insolvency was a reason for incorporation club assets
might be considered as available in the event of the company folding. The Treasurer disagreed and
stated that as the company was solvent with assets at incorporation it could be wound up prior to
depletion of these and thus be able to pay creditors. Clubs had no reason to feel under threat.
The Business Plan is accessible via the website. Steve Crow made comments on it, but said he'd received
virtually no questions, either because it is self-explanatory or a fearsome read. His next task was to
produce a short summary document to add at the end, which would perhaps make it more user friendly. It
had fulfilled one aim in that it was now an 'embedded' policy that could be revised and updated on a
rolling programme. It had received one change in stated priorities raising heath and welfare for cats to
second place from fourth. This had been identified as a feature to build on. He believed investment in
the IT system was essential and that sponsorship and other methods of generating income had to be
identified.
The PR & Media Group had determined that a GCCF logo that incorporated a cat was essential and new
wording had been set around the centenary design. To date a publicity agent had given 5 free days of
time to assisting with image and publicity and it had been agreed by EC that £2000 more should be spent
to purchase the same amount of his time to see if he could identify any methods of income generation.
Delegates hoped this was money well spent.
The Supreme Show Mrs Leighton reported that she was delighted by its success and profitability and
there was a meeting to start planning this year's (19th November) the following week. It would be in the
usual halls again which were the most well liked. Quite a lot of thought would be given on what was best
for kitten entry and classes as they had presented difficulties the previous year. She also remarked that
everyone should be aware that NEC functioned on strict rules that its staff were instructed to uphold.
Flexibility in times shouldn't be expected.
DRAMATIC SHOW STRUCTURE CHANGE
The class structure is to be completely rejigged so that those competing for the relevant certificate will
no longer compete against a cat who already holds the title. This has gone through according to the
Maine Coon Cat Club's proposal so I'll use its given terminology for classes.
Pre-Champion/Pre-Premier/Breed Class (I hope it's standardised as the latter). This will be for cats who
are going for challenge and premier certificates. No titled cats can enter. However, any cat of that
breed in one of the other certificate classes will be eligible for BOB and be judged for this, along with
the untitled cats, by the breed class judge.
Champion/Premier Class. Cats with this title compete for a Grand Certificate
Grand Champion/Premier Class Cats with a Grand title compete for an Imperial Certificate.
What do the cats who are already Imperial do? Their class is the new Olympian (and of course they are
eligible for BOB). This will be judged by a judge qualified in at least 3 sections. It will have 3 levels of
bronze, silver and gold and five certificates will be required for each level from different judges.
However, the same judges can be used at different levels.
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There was some concern expressed that as this was only going to be an award that was given at all-breed
shows, the breed clubs would be the losers.
The changes will take place from June 1st 2011.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The good news was that that the Supreme had once again made a small profit - somewhere between £5K£6K. Also in the final months of 2010 registration income had increased (higher fees) although the
actual number of registrations was down. However, the picture for the beginning of this year was gloomy.
Income had declined quite drastically and expenses were rising. If action wasn't taken to rein in
expenditure over the year, it could outstrip the resources of the general fund and the company would be
making losses that would be compounded month by month.
Delegates were staggered that a profit of £39,000 over the year to the general account was reduced to
just £14,000 by the cost of GCCF's judicial process (IC/DC). An explanation was demanded and the
Treasurer supplied the breakdown thus:
£4023 for legal advice, £7,700 on meeting expenses which included the hire of rooms and travelling
costs of those attending, and the remainder (£15,750) on wages and the national insurance for 2 part
time employees who worked solely on IC/DC matters.
The Chairman reminded delegates that if a disciplinary process was wanted at all it had to stay within a
legal framework or there would be the risk of being sued by an aggrieved participant. Also, that the
ultimate sanction that could be taken was suspension. If fines weren't paid because people didn't want to
keep using services provided there was nothing that could be done. He said that proposals from clubs to
amend the system to cut expenditure would be very welcome, but an eye had to be kept on legalities. He
suggested that if those who were concerned with tribunals or the disciplinary process of other
organisations could possibly glean ideas that might be useful they would be welcome. Or, of course, we
could suspend all rules and trust people to do the right thing. (Council hadn't thought this acceptable on a
previous occasion.)
The Treasurer's suggestion was an IC/DC specific levy on clubs. Their members benefitted from the
operation of rules, and were sometimes the ones against whom complaints were made that had to be
investigated. The system cost about £1.50 per club member.
IT REPORT
With the bad financial news still sinking in Steve Crow was never going to find it easy asking for £80,000
for a computer upgrade. He briefed the meeting on the IT group's progress to date which had included a
great deal of voluntary work from Ian Macro and John Cann. There was now a good understanding of the
capabilities of the present system and the upgrades needed. Its strength was its reliability and that it
could not be compromised. Software programming was required to make an interface between the
mainframe, and the internet to provide on line services.
Some delegates were hostile at the thought of lending without security. The Treasurer said bonds could
be secured on the premises, but there was still skepticism that £80k would be generated to refund clubs
within a 5 year period. It was an unhappy thought to reflect on that without the money GCCF would slowly
go down because it couldn't adapt to 21st century practices, but that there could be no guarantee that
money from registrations would increase substantially or other income could be generated that would
meet repayments. The IT Group will be putting a FAQ’s on the GCCF website and questions would be
welcomed and answered on that site for all members of the Fancy to access.
Undoubtedly AGMs have been given a lot of hard choices, and fresh ideas for fund raising are always
welcome.

Jen Lacey, GCCF delegate
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WATCH THE BIRDIE!
Taking photos of our cats and kittens is never going to be easy, since we are usually missing that one
all-important ingredient: sitter cooperation. Yet when kittens are growing up and potential clients
want to see the babies you have available, a good photo can make the difference between a sale
and a pass. Similarly, clients who have reserved kittens will want to see how their selected baby is
growing up. So photography is important. I don't pretend to be an expert, but over the years I have
picked up a lot of hints from a friend of mine who really does know what he is doing and sells
photos of kittens (usually mine) for use on calendars and greetings cards. In the hope that it may be
of some use I'm passing on a little of what I have learned.
First of all:
- get yourself a good digital camera with generous memory bank. You're never going to get anything
really stunning with the camera on your mobile phone. Be prepared to snap off literally dozens of
pictures in the hope of getting one good enough to save. At least now, we don't have to pay for
processing and printing of all those photos of headless cats, tailless cats, just cat tails and cats who
decided the last split second was a perfect moment to give their back ends a quick wash'n brush up
- plan your photographic session. Choose a day and a time when you yourself are relaxed and not in
a rush. If you are uptight and nervous then the cats will be too.
Get ready:
- for portraits, carefully choose the place you are going to use for your studio : a small closed room is
the ideal
- bring the cat or kitten into the room while you are doing the setting up, so that it has time to get
accustomed to the place. Provide a litter tray, water and maybe a little dry food to snack on.
Photographic models do get peckish sometimes! Don't allow the cat up onto the photographic set
until you're ready
- make sure that any grooming required is done well in advance. Check that the cat's eyes are clean
in particular. Nothing gives a worse impression than a photo of a cat with dirty eyes
- set up the photograph with everything except the cat. I like to have a table top, so that I can work
at more or less eye level with the cat
- the table needs to be covered with a plain coloured, non-slippery fabric, with more of the same
secured to the wall behind as a background. You can use any lengths of fabric you may have
available or try big bath towels or a plain coloured table-cloth. Try to choose a colour that will
complement your cat's colouring. Don't always go for the obvious. Yes, a Burmilla will look stunning
against a scarlet or emerald backdrop, but a more subtle effect might be a silvery grey, a pale pink or
a sky blue. Take the trouble to iron the cloth; creases don't look pretty! You can use it absolutely flat
or can make it a bit more interesting by draping it to fall in soft folds behind the cat
- alternatively, use sheets or rolls of thick coloured paper available from artists' materials suppliers
- a row of paperback books (5 or 6 books high) down each side of the table, preferably covered over
by the same material will suggest to most cats that the escape route does not lie to left or right and
encourage them to look to the front where you are with your camera
- assemble any props or additional items to be included in the photo and get everything in place.
Don't try for more than 3 scenarios in any one session; cats and kittens get bored with the whole
process quite quickly. Have the props ready to change over to for the 2nd and 3rd pictures
- remember that the focus of the picture is meant to be the cat or kitten, so keep the accessories
simple. A flower, a pretty box on its side, a teddy bear or dolly, an open handbag, or simply a roll of
the coloured paper; they all make good pictures
- have to hand (but out of sight initially) a variety of feathery tickling stick cat toys; one with ribbons,
one with feathers, one with a rattle etc. Not all toys appeal to all cats, and your cat may get bored
with one toy before you get that perfect shot.
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- get a maximum amount of light on the subject. In the absence of professional equipment,
anglepoise lamps are brilliant for this, but drape some thin cloth in front of them to avoid glare.
Get set:
- decide where you will be to take the photos. My own preference is to use my office chair which has
wheels to allow me to scoot around a bit, while remaining more or less at eye level with the cat
- make sure that you are comfortable and can reach any play toys you might need
- put something roughly the size of your cat into the position you'll use, sit down and focus the
camera on that object
- double check your camera to make sure that the battery and the memory card are in position.
There's nothing more sickening than to get to the end of what you thought was a successful session,
only to find that you left the memory card in your PC the last time around
- and when you are happy that everything is ready ...
Go for it:
- put the cat or kitten in position and start clicking - give the cat time to explore the new place and
any accessories you've placed on the set. The first few photos are unlikely to be of much use anyway,
but occasionally you can get something really nice while they are sniffing out the new sights
- try for some shots without the introduction of any "attention getters" but if the cat refuses to look
at the camera, you'll need to reach for a feather toy. Luckily most digital cameras now are just "look
and click" so can be operated with one hand, while you wave the toy with the other hand. It can also
be helpful to have an assistant who will be in charge of toys and fielding cats and kittens who insist
on jumping off set
- a degree of skill is required in the handling of the toy. It must be offered just enough to get the
cat's attention, but not so much that he or she becomes over-excited or can grab the toy and thus
destroy the carefully prepared shot. A quick pass of the toy over the cat to get attention, followed
by a quick flick back to a position just above the camera, is the best technique. Sometimes you may
want to make the cat look slightly left or right of the camera rather than face on, when you may run
the risk of the infamous "red eye". However, most computers these days come with user-friendly
editing programmes and it is quite easy to eliminate that nuisance afterwards
- be patient and adaptable. If you are snapping a litter of kittens, you may find that one kitten does
better in one prepared pose, while another may excel in a different shot. If a kitten really doesn't
want to cooperate, put him down on the floor again and substitute a litter mate.
And afterwards:
- be ruthless in your discards. Only keep the very best shots and no duplicates. When deciding which
photos to keep, try to pretend that you have never met the cat or kitten in question and ask yourself
if the photo really does it justice and gives a good impression
- use the "red eye" feature to get rid of any demonic tendencies
- don't be afraid to crop; reducing the surrounding spaces helps to focus the attention on the cat
- if the picture shows the cat in a less than elegant pose, but is otherwise well focussed, look to see if
you can use the cropping tool to change the photo into a close-up of just part of the cat or zoom in
for an intimate head shot
- give your finished masterpieces titles on your PC providing some indication of the contents. The
date, or "Fluffy with pink flower" even "Fluffy lying on red" are helpful for future identification
purposes and in that way you don't have to sift through 20 or more shots of Fluffy to find the one
that you wanted
- save your photos in an organised hierarchy of files and finally, remember to back up
Happy snapping!
Kindly reproduced with permission from Gwen D'Arcy, Bellabonny/Bonnybella Burmese, Burmilla & Tiffanies
Submitted to BCC Mews September 2009
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THE KCA
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
will be held on

Sunday May 15th 2011 at 2pm
At the Oliver Bird Hall
Church Hill Road
Solihull B91 3RQ
There are more important changes afoot within the GCCF; read more in your
club secretary’s reports from page 7. If you want to comment on how your
club is run, provide us with your ideas for the future or join the committee,
please do come to the meeting.

If you can’t make it in person, do let a

member of the committee know your views so they can be put forward on your
behalf. See the Agenda on page 13.

We hope to see you there



Refreshments will be served from 1pm
RAFFLE and BUFFET after the meeting
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THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE KORAT CAT ASSOCIATION WILL TAKE
PLACE AT THE OLIVER BIRD HALL, SOLIHULL B91 3RQ
ON SUNDAY, 15th May 2011 AT 2.00 PM
AGENDA
1.

Apologies for absence

2.

Minutes of the AGM of 2010

3.

Matters arising from these minutes

4.

Chairman's Report

5.

The Secretary’s report on the work of the Committee

6.

The Hon Treasurer’s Report and Financial Statement

7.

The appointment of a suitably qualified independent person to examine the accounts

8.

It is proposed that subscriptions remain at the current level: £9 single, £11 joint and £12
overseas, but that there should be a reduction of £2 for those who opt to receive their
Newsletter by email: £7 single, £9 double and £10 overseas. Effective from January 2012
Note: The change of rules removes the £1 per person entry and re-entry fee

9.

It is proposed that a sum is made available to GCCF for the computer fund.

10.

The Show Support Secretary's Report

11.

Delegate's report

12.

The Committee proposes:
a) that the revisions to the rules are adopted
and b) that they are available for download from the website.

13.

The Committee proposes adoption of the Korat and Thai breeding policy.

14.

Election of the President & Vice-President

15.

Election of Committee Members

16.

The election of a delegate and substitute delegate to Council.

17.

Hot topics: (for discussion)
a) The restructuring of classes at GCCF shows with the addition of the Olympian Class at
All-Breed shows only. The impact on breed shows and suggested alternatives.
b) The proposal to re-arrange the Foreign section
c) GCCF suggested medal changes

18.

Any other business
THE AGM IS THE OCCASION TO EXPRESS YOUR OPINION ON HOW YOUR CLUB’S
AFFAIRS ARE BEING RUN
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE KORAT CAT ASSOCIATION
The meeting was held at the Oliver Bird Hall, Solihull, on 25th April 2010.
Eleven members were present:Ms J Cherkas, Mrs J Day, Mr W & Mrs S Edwards, Mrs R Game, Mr B & Mrs J Lacey, Mr W & Mrs A
Locher, Mr S Parkin, Mr W Wilkinson.
Mrs Edwards opened the meeting shortly after 2 o’ clock, after members had shared lunch together. She
welcomed those present and thanked them for attending the meeting.
Apologies for absence were received from:Dr C Bertram, Ms S L Edwards, Mrs J Hard, Mr R Hard, Mrs T Heath, Mrs J Jeffers, Mr R & Mrs J
Jewkes, Mrs Kidd, Mr R Miller, Miss C Nichols, Mrs S Ozimkowski, Ms F Sanderson, Mrs T Turner, Mrs S
Williams-Ellis and Mrs E Wilson.
2.
Minutes of the meeting April 26th 2009
These had been circulated in advance via the Newsletter. Mr Wilkinson proposed, Ms Cherkas seconded,
the approval of the minutes and they were signed without correction or amendment.
3.
Matters Arising
a) Item 3a) Restructuring classes at shows
There was still ongoing discussion on this, but as yet no other club had made proposals at Council. At
present debate was centred on making more of Best of Breed which KCA had favoured on a previous
occasion. The Executive Committee was considering how such an award could be administered and
whether there could be different levels of bronze, silver and gold.
b) Item 14c Discouraging close breeding
The GCCF now had a published Breeding Policy available as a download from its website. Breeding for
health was the paramount principle and it was stated that mother/son, father/daughter and sibling matings
were too close. However, it was realised that accidents occurred and to take account of this and to allow
for test matings progeny from these close matings should be registered on the non-active register unless
there were exceptional circumstances. As yet this was policy rather than a rule, but it was expected that it
would be brought to Council in the forthcoming year. This would bring GCCF into line with the Kennel
Club with the added refinement of the non-active register.
4.
The Chairman's Report
Mrs Edwards had completed her third year as Chairman and was now standing down. She commented on
how little she had been able to be involved with the club and cats over the past year because of eyesight
problems and general ill health. She knew much depended on hard work by the Committee and thanked
all for the efforts put into supporting the club and breed. She congratulated Ms Cherkas and her team for
the excellent Newsletters and was appreciative of the Secretary’s efforts in organising club and KBAC
affairs efficiently. Finally she said how much she enjoyed hearing of Korat successes at shows and
exhibitions and said that exhibitors were to be congratulated for keeping the breed in the public eye.
5.
The Committee Report
Mrs Lacey remarked that the Committee had expanded over the past year to twelve as Ms Phillips and
Mrs Heath had been co-opted and then remained in place. There had been three committee meetings,
two well attended, the third (September) down to six members. Mrs Day, Mrs Jeffers and the Secretary
had attended all. The remainder had come to two except for Mrs Hall-Tamlyn and Ms Phillips had made it
to just one.
The Secretary said that it was sad to be without the Chairman for a while during the year. However there
was more to being Chairman taking a meeting and Mrs Edwards had given support for the show and
Supreme and been at the end of telephone to sort out various problems that come along for the
Committee or individual members. The role of intermediary could be delicate, but she was deft in handling
such situations. One thing had been learned from Sylvia’s chairmanship was that it worked having a nonbreeder in the role. As Mrs Edwards had been Chairman for 3 years her period of office was now
completed. KCA followed the GCCF principle of ensuring one person didn’t get stuck in a post. It was a
good way of losing someone who created difficulties, but effective people were also lost. The Secretary
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then made the point that the rules are not allowing sufficient flexibility. They were put together in 1996 and
times had moved on a lot since then. There had been some revision, notably concerning numbers
allowing meetings to be quorate, but the Committee had decided at its last meeting that it was time for a
thorough overhaul. This would be a project for the new Committee to bring a new document for formal
approval at the next AGM.
Regular users would have noticed that the website had changed quite drastically in the autumn, as the
person who initiated it was no longer a member and quite suddenly withdrew her support. However, Julie
Cherkas had risen to the challenge by taking a crash course in website maintenance, and it was the
Secretary’s opinion that the club had actually got something a lot better with the bonus that it could be
developed in a way that the original couldn't. It was hoped to make the new rules available for download
once they were approved.
Not only did Julie have the web site dropped into her lap very suddenly, but she'd also had the Newsletter
to cope with, complicated by the fact that she was out of action for quite some time with a badly broken
ankle. However, each issue had been produced and sent out on time, which was a credit to Julie and the
members and friends she had working with her. One spin off from the website was that it assisted rescue.
This year all Korats in need had been placed, including the last of Chris Saltmarshe’s who had been living
rough for a time and then travelled all the way north to the Forest of Argyle. Currently there were none
awaiting a home.
Mrs Lacey finished on a personal note by saying this was a year when she’d joined both the Executive
and Genetics Committees. However, she hoped it would benefit the club too as she could pass on
knowledge gained from new experiences. Also she could remind people that Korats and Thais existed,
never an opportunity to be lost.
6.
The Hon Treasurer’s Report
Mr Lacey presented the accounts and said that the financial situation had improved a little thanks to three
factors; an increase in membership, another successful show and committee members, and others, who
helped the club out by doing jobs at their own expense. This was much appreciated. Although there
wasn’t a lot to spare, the club was able to fulfil its functions in the key areas of membership, breed and
show support. He acknowledged that he found club administration manageable, but there were difficulties
as membership fees came in sporadically throughout the year. He apologised to anyone whose cheque
took some time cash as he waited for a batch to bank. Both KCA and KBAC returns had been made to
and accepted by GCCF.
The accounts were approved by Mrs Day, seconded by Mr Edwards.
7.
Appointment of a qualified independent person to examine the accounts.
Mr Lacey proposed, Mr Edwards seconded, that Mr Curry, who had examined the books for the last five
years, continue. This was agreed.
8.
The Show Support Secretary’s Report
Ms Sheryl Edwards was unable to be present at the meeting so there was no direct report. Mrs Lacey said
she knew she was arranging the change of status personalised rosettes once again and these seemed
much appreciated. The annual trophies were no longer competed for as they had been in the past when
more people were showing frequently. It had seemed a disaster when the KCA show was cancelled, but
fortunately, it was able to be rearranged and a good time was had by those who were there. The great
thing was that the combined show took place and credit and heartfelt thanks were due to Lynda and her
team who made it all possible. As a bonus our exhibitors actually got their preferred time of year.
9.
Delegate’s Report
Mrs Lacey gave some detail on the rescue of GCCF finances. Mr Wood who’d audited the books for many
years spelt out to delegates in June just how much price rises were needed. He feared for the future of
GCCF without them. Eventually all increases were voted through, though there was a change to the most
contentious. Instead of an annual charge for the retention of a prefix there was a £5 admin charge per
litter put forward as an amendment. Delegates felt this more acceptable as those who used the
registration services most would be paying proportionately more. It was hoped therefore that the small
breeder with one or two litters per year wouldn't be discouraged. That was June 2009. Mr Wood had
returned in April 2010 to say the bitter pill had had the desired effect. Life support was no longer needed,
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though convalescent care was. There was a need for cash flow and funds for modernisation. It had
helped tremendously that the Supreme had not lost money this year. Mrs Leighton had put on the show
in just two halls, giving it extra atmosphere and making a small profit.
It had been disappointing that the KCA’s microchip proposal had been lost. Some delegates had
supported enthusiastically, but more were of the opinion that microchipping was acceptable but they
didn’t want to be made to do it. However, it was noticeable the requirement for chipping was occurring in
registration policies where DNA testing was included, so it was coming in by an indirect route.
Mrs Catherine Kaye and Mr Steve Parkin became full Korat judges, leaving just one Probationer and no
one on the stewarding scheme.
The most momentous change of the year had been GCCF Incorporation. Mrs Lacey said she couldn’t tell
yet how much difference it would make to KCA. We would be a GCCF member rather than affiliated club
and there was intent to raise money for a computer refresh fund.
10.
Election of President
Mrs Day proposed, seconded by Mr Edwards, that Mrs Judith Jewkes continue as President. There were
no other nominations.
11.
Election of Vice-President
Mr Lacey proposed that Mrs Hard continue as Vice-President, seconded by Ms Cherkas. There were no
other nominations.
12.
The Election of Committee Members
Nominations in advance of the meeting had been received for: Dr C Bertram, Ms J Cherkas, Mrs J Day,
Mr W Edwards, Mrs S Edwards, Ms S L Edwards, Mrs T Heath, Mrs J Jeffers Mr B Lacey, and Mrs J A
Lacey. Other nominations were invited from the floor, but there none. Therefore the nominated were
approved as the KCA Committee 2010-11.
13.
Election of Delegate and Substitute Delegate
Mrs Lacey was proposed by Mrs Day, seconded by Ms Cherkas as Delegate.
Ms Cherkas was proposed by Mrs Edwards and seconded by Mr Lacey, as substitute. There being no
other nominations the positions were filled as above.
14.
Hot topics for discussion
a) Loaning/donating money to GCCF
The immediate questions from the floor were how much was needed and whether loans would be repaid.
Mrs Lacey said she had heard the figure of £20,000 put forward as one amount suggested for the IT
refresh, but until there had been expert investigation she had no idea how accurate this was. It was
known that money from clubs had been used to pay for the initial computerisation in the 1980s and this
had been repaid. The general feeling was that GCCF had to modernise to survive and as KCA was a
part of GCCF and needed the central administration to function for registration and show purposes there
was not a problem providing funds for this purpose.
b) KCA Newsletter via the website/email
There was no objection to members being offered the opportunity to receive the Newsletter by email.
The two concerns were that the paper copy should not be lost as it was believed many preferred it this
way, and that KCA would lose membership if it was available for anyone to download from the website. It
was an asset that bound the membership to the club and was a privilege for members only.
15. Any other business
There was a suggestion that Korat judges should be given the status of Associate Membership as it was
acknowledged that it was unrealistic for all Full Judges to remain members of all breed clubs, although
membership was obligatory during the probationary period. This would be passed to the Committee for
further discussion. It had the benefit that the judges remained in touch with the breed, but could be an
additional expense on the club when the BAC had the role of informing judges of changes pertaining to
SOP and other show matters anyway.
The meeting finished at 4.10pm
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KORAT CAT ASSOCIATION - ACCOUNTS FOR THE YEAR 2010
1st January 2010 - 31 December 2010
Closing balances

2009

2010

Girobank
Deposit
Show

£ 1128.29
£ 1048.58
£ 1080.67

£ 1193.33
£ 1048.70
£

Total

£3257.54

£

INCOME & EXPENDITURE

2009
Sales & raffle
Advert receipts
From KBAC for hall hire
Joint show
Welfare donations
Deposit interest
Subscriptions total
Single 45 @ £9
Double 29 @ £11

2010

57.10
56.00
34.00
225.75
67.00
0.26
894.00

13.00
0.00
0.00
60.00
0.12
842.00
396.00
319.00
48.00
10.00
69.00
915.12

Overseas 4 @ £12

Joining fee 10 @ £1
Advance 2011

1334.11

Income/expenditure

Delegate's Expenses
Newsletter Expenses
GCCF affiliation sub
Supreme support
Show license
Show support
Room hire
KCA Website
Donation
Admin/post

£506.76

2009

2010

118.50
236.44
47.55
61.00
25.00
105.57
102.00
71.29
50.00
10.00

120.00
328.58
52.60
35.00
25.00
116.18
58.50
114.10
0.00
0.00

827.35

849.96

£

Reconciliations
Girobank

Show Account

Opening balance
Income

£ 1128.29
£ 915.00

Total

£ 2043.29

Expenses

(£849.96)

Balance

£ 1193.33

Opening balance
Show

£1080.67
£

31.12.10

£

Nationwide Treasurer’s Account

+ Interest accumulated

Total Assets 31.12.10

£1048.58
£ 00.12
£1048.70

£

Unfortunately incomplete as the show account is not yet available, but you can look over income and
expenditure and I’ll bring a completed sheet on the day.
Brian Lacey

Alice’s Diary – Chapter 6
Jusarka Solomon has gone too far this time.
He has become so bumptious that it is
impossible to cope with him anymore. I told the human exactly how it would be, but did she
take any notice? No, of course not. I will tell you how I knew that something was going on.
As you know, there are a number of indignities that we are put through at regular intervals,
such as cutting our toenails, cleaning out our ears, brushing our coats and squirting icy cold
smelly liquid between our shoulder blades (to keep little wormy things out of our tummies
and nasty jumpy bitey things out of our coats) etc. But these do not usually all come on the
same day ... They did last week though, and the human seemed to be concentrating on Sir,
rather than me, for heaven's sake.
The next hint came on a day when the human usually has a lie in and cuddle with us.
Instead of this I was woken up at a ridiculously early hour, and his Solship was bundled into
his carrier. Well! I presumed we were going for an early visit to our medical advisors, but
how wrong was I? I was left behind all alone and by myself. For a moment I was a bit upset,
but then I realized that I was in middle-aged-cat heaven. I was able to eat my breakfast in
peace, and to have my morning, lunchtime, post-prandial and tea-time snoozes without
being dive-bombed. I didn’t know what was going on until the peace was shattered once
more at about 7.30 that night. I hope I have got the story right - as to tell you the truth, Solly
was just a little over-excited when he was telling me about his day.
The human took him to where he was born (Julie Cherkas' house) and he joined his half
sisters in Julie's car. They had a singing competition all the way to Woking (wherever that
is). (Human's note: I don't call that 'singing'.) Then he was inspected by a nice lady who said
she was a vet, but as she didn't wear a funny coat or shove things up his bottom, or stab him
with needles she couldn't have been one. After that he was put into a cage next to lots of
other cats, some of whom were more polite than others. Julie and our human then left him
there ... He says that that was a bit frightening. Some people in white coats then came to
visit him. That really confused him. Vets wear white coats (see above!), but these white
coats were nice, although they did get a bit over-familiar when they inspected his bottom.
Anyway, they went away and the human came back. She seemed to be very excited about
something. Apparently he had won two rosettes. This is why Sir is so above himself - at his
first show he won his first BOB and got his first premier certificate as well as winning two
other classes and coming second in the final one. The human wants to put the rosettes up
on the wall, but Solly says if she does that he will tear them down and eat them. He is the
only one allowed to have bragging rights around here. Of course, what he didn't tell me was
that there weren't that many Korat neuter males there. In fact he was the only one, but he
was never one to allow the facts to get in the way of a good story.
As far as I am concerned, I was a winner any way I look at it. A peaceful day, and lots of
new catnip toys bought as 'guilt-payment' for me by the human.
Transcribed, as usual, by Caroline Bertram – human slave

-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-

Cat Quotes from Robin Miller
“Cats have it all - admiration, an endless sleep, and company only when they want it.” - Rod McKuen
“I have studied many philosophers and many cats. The wisdom of cats is infinitely superior” Hippolyte Taine
“Cats are cleverer than dogs – you can’t get eight cats to pull a sled through snow.” - Jeff Valdez
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£Treasurer’s Notes
It's a U turn. Last time I bashed the keys it was about turning UP the C/H - now I am turning it
DOWN. Amazing how a little sunshine and warmth makes everything seem so much better. On
this positive note I can now tell you that the amber nectar worked its magic and the KCA now
has a PAYPAL account so you can pay your annual subscriptions by email if you so wish.
The email address to use is ... treasurerkca@btinternet.com - all very obvious really. It will give
members a little more choice and may be easier for some. The next step of my being dragged
into the world of exasperating technology is to set up a live link on the KCA website so
subscriptions can be paid direct but that is definitely a "Beam me up Scottie", exercise and
requires further copious supplies of the you know what !
If you haven’t paid your 2011 subs, you now have a choice; to complete the form below, or use
Paypal. Either method will avoid a Red Dot in your next newsletter !
Now, on to the serious matter in hand, here is another piece of homeland logic from God's own
county !
How to get to Heaven from Yorkshire....
I was testing children in my Barnsley Sunday school class to see if they understood the concept
of getting into heaven. I asked them, “If I sold my house and car, had a big jumble sale and
gave all my money to the church, would that get me into heaven?” “NO” the children
answered. “If I cleaned the church every day, mowed the garden and kept everything tidy,
would that get me into heaven?” Again, the answer was “NO.” By now I was starting to
smile. “Well then, if I was kind to animals and gave sweets to all the children and loved my
husband, would that get into heaven?” Again, the answer was “NO.” I was just bursting with
pride and continued, “Then how can I get into heaven?” A six year old boy shouted the
answer.........”Tha’s got t’ be chuffin deeard.”
Have fun!
Brian
Brian Lacey (Treasurer)
01664 474408 or johnbrian.lacey@btinternet.com

---------------------------------------------------------------KCA Subscriptions for 2011 were due 1st January 2011
Single: £9

Joint: £11

Overseas: £12

Name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Email address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Send your cheques, payable to Korat Cat Association, to:
Brian Lacey (Treasurer), The Cottage Cattery, Stapleford Road, Whissendine, Rutland LE15 7HF
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CARTOON PAGE

“Here kitty, kitty, kitty, kitty, kitty”

“Meoooooow”

“We were dog people when we met,
What happened?”

“Howard, I’m cold. Put two more cats on”

“She’s had her tablet, now can you take
me to the hospital?”
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KORAT CAT ASSOCIATION
LIST OF BREEDERS
NAME / LOCATION

PREFIX / TEL NO

EMAIL / WEB ADDRESS

Mr R & Mrs L Best*
Cardiff
Mr & Mrs L Black
London
Mr S & Mrs D Brown
West Yorkshire
Ms Julie Cherkas
Southampton
Ms Jo Collar
Surrey
Miss J Couch*
South Wales
Mrs S L Edwards*
Wirral
Mrs C Harding-Brown*
Berkshire
Mrs H Hawkins*
Manchester
Mrs J Jeffers*
Isle of Man
Mrs J Lacey*
Rutland
Mrs A Locher*
London
Mr W & Mrs E Newland*
Portsmouth
Mr O Rabia*
Carlisle
Mrs M Saunders
Devon
Miss C Treacher
London
Mr W Wilkinson
North Cotswolds
Mrs S Williams-Elliss*
Nottinghamshire
Mrs Liz Wilson
Herefordshire

Myfanwy
029 2084 2845
No Prefix Yet
020 7485 1211
Shantung
01977 510978
Jusarka
023 8090 4187
No Prefix Yet
07799 062143
Jasumik
01792 791207
Moei
01516 395067
Clairabelle
07889 119224
Koorahk
0161 281 6482
Maipenrai
01624 823655
Jenanca
01664 474408
Bikila
020 8898 4299
Narkeesha
023 9258 8899
Camacoona
07502 028753
Chandrakan
01395 597791
Saluay
07714 279625
Theoaks
01608 651140
Serennol
07807 888718
Higford
01531 660283

richbest@hotmail.com

Primprau’s
Jadeye
Kobalt

Denmark
Italy
Germany

felicityvincent@googlemail.com
denisebrown138@btinternet.com
jusarka@yahoo.co.uk
j.collar@ntlworld.com
tamruat03@yahoo.co.uk
sherylleona@hotmail.co.uk
animalantix@woodside.co.uk
www.animalantix.com
koorahk_korats34@hotmail.com
www.koorahkkoratsdirect.co.uk
jj@korat.co.uk
jen.lacey@btinternet.com
www.jenanca.com
walannlocher@yahoo.co.uk
cats@narkeesha.co.uk
www.narkeesha.co.uk
camacoona@aol.com
www.cobs-can.co.uk/camacoona.htm
mary23@btinternet.com
clare.treacher@virgin.net
williewilkinson@btinternet.com
sarah.williamselliss@virgin.net
www.serennol.co.uk
lizziecatw@higford.orangehome.co.uk

* Denotes stud ownership

OVERSEAS BREEDERS
Ms C Baird
Ms D Mastrangelo
Mr B Pollesche

mail@korat.dk
email@jadeye.eu
bpollesche@arcor.de

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
KCA KITTEN LIST SERVICE
Contact Julie Cherkas with your litter information and she will place the details on the KCA website.
Please include date of birth, number of kittens born, type of kittens (i.e. Korats or Thais)
and number of each sex still available.
Please remember to let Julie know when your kittens have been placed.

